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Why decolonizing the future? 

Trough the domination of 
“those-who-know-better” 

 

The future is a public good that is 
currently being transformed into 
a club good, if not a private good Intellectual and 

institutional coloniality 

“Target and plan” 

The “rule of the tools” 

“Predict and prepare” 

Instrumental and 
procedural coloniality 

Political and 
societal coloniality 



What roles for the Chairs in Anticipatory 
Systems, Futures Studies, and Futures Literacy? 

Source: https://libarynth.org/future_fabulators/foam_az_lecture -Share Alike 4.0 International 



Futures literacy as a “critical juncture” 

• It is a way to improve individual and 
collective capacities to detect and make 
sense of discontinuities  

• It makes it possible tout engage new 
learning processes such as new types of 
research (anticipation as a discipline) 

• Spreading Futures Literacy 
contributes to create changes 
in the condition of changes 

https://www.intheblack.com/~/media/intheblack/allimages/magazine-2015/05-may/inpractice/disruption-
main.jpg 



Supporting Thinking outside the “thinking boxes” 

https://image.slidesharecdn.com/ezjsl8kdtmiv67khooht-signature-8be63cab9b570439199dc6adad151348fd5c0cc47352f2f96bba102418a134b3-poli-
150527180233-lva1-app6891/95/business-model-akerz-intervention-pulsalis-lyon-67-638.jpg?cb=1432750158 

Thinking 
discontinuities 

Exploring 
the 

(un)known 

Getting 
free of the 

present 

Thinking 
interactions 

Un-thinking 
linearity 



Supporting a transdisciplinary and systemic process 

Equality of 
knowledge 

 

 
 

Emancipation 
through an 

“actable” present 

Transcending 
established 

sciences 

Trans-disciplinarity 
as a rationale for 

inclusiveness 

Integral and 
integrating 

transdisciplinary 
objects 

Diversity 
of sources 

 

 
 

Diversity in 
who is involved 

= = 



Creating a (doubly) critical mass 

• Transforming the processes of 
colonizing the future  

 

• Producing a capacity to 
deconstruct and reconstruct 
dominant discourses 

Adapted from https://cereales.lapin.org/strips2/1445958122-20151027experience-siecle.png 

By adding water to a 
solution of equal 
mass of H20 in a 
liquid state, you 
multiply the volume 
of water by two 



From Futures literacy to Futures consciousness? 

Ahvenharju S., Minkkinen M., Lalot F. 2018. The five dimensions of Futures Consciousness, 
Futures 104:1-13. doi.org/10.1016/j.futures.2018.06.010. 

Source: http://psicocode.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/gestion_del_tiempo.jpg 


